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Dictionaries
General: Bilingual
European Portuguese
Berlitz Compact Portuguese dictionary, 2011, Berlitz, flexi (plastic) cover, 9789812685209, pp.720,
£8.99
Contains 50,000 entries along with extra grammar information for your reference. All headwords
have been printed in blue for ease of use.
Collins Gem Portuguese dictionary, 7th ed., 2013, Harper Collins, 9780007485512, pp.672, £5.99
Ideal for travel and study, this is a comprehensive pocket-sized dictionary with all the words and
phrases you need. A clear colour layout helps you find what you are looking for quickly and the
practical phrase finder is useful for travellers. Includes Brazilian terms.
Collins Pocket Portuguese dictionary, 6th ed., 2013, HarperCollins, flexi (plastic) cover,
9780007485529, pp.672, £9.99
Provides excellent coverage of today's language and usage and has been fully revised to reflect recent
spelling reform changes with both European and Brazilian Portuguese covered. Clear presentation
and colour layout allow maximum accessibility in a portable, hard-wearing format. Ideal for
KS4/GCSE.
Collins Portuguese dictionary & grammar, 2013, Collins, 9780007496761, pp.960, £16.99
Features a clear layout with headwords in colour and a comprehensive guide to Portuguese
grammar.
New Oxford Portuguese dictionary, 2015, Oxford University Press, hardback, 9780199678129,
pp.1664, £50.00
An up-to-date dictionary covering both European and Brazilian Portuguese, with more than 200,000
words and phrases and 320,000 translations
Oxford Portuguese mini dictionary, 3rd ed., 2012, Oxford University Press, flexi (plastic) cover,
9780199580323, pp.736, £5.99
Accurate and up-to-date coverage of essential, everyday vocabulary with over 40,000 words and
phrases and 60,000 translations. Easy-to-use design.

Brazilian Portuguese
Collins Pocket Portuguese dictionary, 6th ed., 2013, HarperCollins, flexi (plastic) cover,
9780007485529, pp.672, £9.99
Provides excellent coverage of today's language and usage and has been fully revised to reflect recent
spelling reform changes with both European and Brazilian Portuguese covered. Clear presentation
and colour layout allow maximum accessibility in a portable, hard-wearing format. Ideal for
KS4/GCSE.
Hippocrene Concise Brazilian Portuguese<>English dictionary, 2010, Hippocrene, 9780781812399,
pp.532, £12.50
10,000 entries. Spelling updated in accordance with the Reforma Ortográfica da Língua Portuguesa,
2009.
Oxford essential Portuguese<>English dictionary, 2nd ed., 2012, OUP, 9780199640973, pp.512, £7.99
Compact dictionary offering up-to-date coverage of day-to-day vocabulary with over 40,000 words
and phrases and 60,000 translations. With very basic grammar notes. Ideal for travel, work, or study.
Based on Brazilian Portuguese with additional information where European Portuguese varies.
New Oxford Portuguese dictionary, 2015, Oxford University Press, hardback, 9780199678129,
pp.1664, £50.00
An up-to-date dictionary covering both European and Brazilian Portuguese, with more than 200,000
words and phrases and 320,000 translations
4
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General: Monolingual
Brazilian Portuguese
Michaelis dicionário Escolar língua portuguesa, 2008, Melhoramentos, 9788506054970, pp.951,
£18.00
Over 50,000 entries. Includes a CD-ROM.
Mini Aurélio: o dicionário da língua portuguesa, 2010, Nova Fronteira, 9788538542407, pp.896,
£26.50
Bestselling Brazilian dictionary with more than 30,000 clear and concise entries and a new design for
easy and quick translating.

General: Picture and visual
The Oxford picture dictionary (English<>Brazilian Portuguese), 2008, Oxford University Press,
9780194740111, pp.226, £21.00
140 topics with over 3,700 essential everyday words.
Portuguese<>English bilingual visual dictionary, 2016, Dorling Kindersley, 9780241199220, pp.360,
£8.99
Features a complete range of illustrated objects and scenes from everyday life in full colour. Over
6,000 words and phrases with an index at the back.

Primary
Courses
Everyday words Portuguese flashcards, 2009, Usborne, flashcards, 9781409505846, £5.83+VAT
A great way to help your child learn simple Portuguese vocabulary. There are 50 cards, each with a
word and picture on one side, and the same word, alone, on the other.
First hundred words in Portuguese, 2nd ed., 2015, Usborne, 9781474903684, pp.33, £5.99
With an Internet-linked pronunciation guide, this is ideal for children of primary school age.
My bilingual talking dictionary Portuguese<>English & CD-ROM, 2009, Mantra Lingua, book with
CD-Rom(s), 9781846116087, £15.00
Thematically-arranged illustrated Portuguese/English dictionary with interactive CD-ROM. Each
illustration has the Portuguese, transliterated Portuguese (how to pronounce each word), and
English word next to it. For use also with the TalkingPEN.
Salpicos (Jonet, R., & L. Vian), 2009-2013, Lidel
Aimed at children who are starting to learn Portuguese as a foreign language, this is a fun and
attractive course. Each unit is based on a simple story about the Quinas family. Book 1 is for 4-6 year
olds and Book 2 is for 6-9 year olds. Each "mala do professor" contains a copy of each book.
flashcards and a glove puppet.
Level 1 — Livro do aluno & CD, 9789727575619, £15.99; livro do profesor & CD, 9789727575626, £25.99;
mala do professor, 9789727575633, £91.00
Level 2 — Livro do aluno & CD, 9789727575640, £14.99; livro de actividades, 9789727575657, £7.95; livro
do aluno & livro de actividades pack, 9789727575992, £21.99; livro do professor, 9789727575701,
£20.99; mala do professor, 9789727575664, £93.95
Level 3 — Livro do aluno & CD, 9789727575671, £15.50; livro de actividades, 9789727575688, £7.50; livro
do aluno & livro de actividades pack, 9789727576982, £19.50; livro do professor, 9789727575718,
£21.99; mala do professor, 9789727575695, £99.00
Level 4 — Livro do aluno & CD, 9789727576715, £13.99; livro de actividades, 9789727576739, £7.99; livro
do aluno & livro de actividades pack, 9789727576999, £25.50; livro do professor, 9789727576722,
£21.99
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Timi: Português língua estrangeira (Borges I. et al.), 2008-2012, Lidel
A course designed for 5 to 10 year olds which gradually introduces grammar and new vocabulary.
Level 1 — Livro do aluno & CD, 9789727577910, £18.50; caderno de exercícios, 9789897520242, £7.99;
pack - livro do aluno + CD & caderno de exercícios, 9789897520891, £21.99; livro do professor,
9789727574933, £32.50
Level 2 — Livro do aluno & CD, 9789727576104, £17.99; caderno de exercícios, 9789897520754, £7.99;
pack - livro do aluno + CD & caderno de exercícios, 9789897520907, £21.99; livro do professor,
9789727576111, £32.50
Level 3 — Livro do aluno & CD, 9789727578412, £17.99; caderno de exercícios, 9789727578429, £7.99;
pack - livro do aluno + CD & caderno de exercícios, 9789727578443, £23.99; livro do professor,
9789727578436, £32.50

Portuguese Language
Courses: European Portuguese
A actualidade em português (Tavares, A., & H. Malcata), 2002, Lidel, 9789727572328, pp.211, £22.50
For advanced students. Each chapter consists of a newspaper article followed by vocabulary,
comprehension exercises and grammatical points, with key at the back.
Aprender Português (Oliveira, C., et al.), 2009, Texto
A beginners Portuguese course designed for a diverse audience. The units are organised into topics
which cover the most important and common situations of everyday life.
Level A1/A2 — Student's book & CD, 9789724747545, pp.160, £28.50; compreensão oral, 9789724737690,
pp.96, £15.50; caderno, 9789724731308, £10.50
Level B1 — Student's book & CD, 9789724734200, pp.160, £28.99; compreensão oral, 9789724737959,
pp.96, £15.95; caderno, 9789724734217, £11.99
Level B2 — Student's book & CD, 9789724736914, £29.50; caderno, 9789724736921, £9.95

Avançar em Português (B2) (Tavares, A.), 2012, 9789727577002, £24.50
In ten units, the book helps intermediate learners with grammar, reading and understanding authentic
texts, oral expression and vocabulary. Includes a free audio CD.
BBC active talk Portuguese, 2nd ed., 2015, BBC
Book, 9781406680126, £7.99; book with CD(s), 9781406680201, £15.99

The ideal course for absolute beginners containing a course book and 2 CDs and covering all the
basic language you'll need in everyday situations.
Beginning Portuguese (Tyson-Ward, S.) (Practice Makes Perfect), 2011, McGraw-Hill, book with CD(s),
9780071753418, £19.61+VAT
Clear and engaging introduction to Portuguese consisting of 60 units, each including essential
vocabulary, easy-to-follow dialogue and exercises. Includes 2 audio CDs.
Colloquial Portuguese (Sampaio, J., & B. McIntyre), 2nd ed., Routledge
Book with online access, 9781138960114, £32.99

A step-by-step approach to written and spoken Portuguese with an emphasis on conversational
language with clear pronunciation guidance, a grammar section for easy reference and stimulating
exercises with lively illustrations.
New Estratégias, 2015, Lidel
Level 1 (A1/A2) — Livro do aluno & CD, 9789727576968, £18.75

A brand new 3-level business Portuguese course. The units include a wide range of basic listening,
reading and speaking activities.
Exames de português, 2012, Lidel
B2 (DIPLE), 9789727576142, £16.99

A set of resources to prepare for the examinations of Portuguese as a foreign language.
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Na onda do português (Ferreira, A.M. Bayan, & H.J. Bayan), 2009, Lidel
Task-based course designed for adolescent learners. Level 4 is in preparation.
Level 1 — Livro do aluno & CD, 9789727578092, £17.99; caderno de exercícios, 9789727578108, £6.99;
pack (livro do aluno/CD/caderno de exercícios, 9789727578221, £22.99; livro do professor,
9789727575541, £15.99
Level 2 — Livro do aluno & CD, 9789727578115, £13.99; caderno de exercícios, 9789727578276, £5.99;
livro do professor, 9789727576692, £13.99
Level 3 — Livro do aluno & CD, 9789727578450, £24.99; caderno de exercícios, 9789727578467, £7.50;
livro do aluno & CD & caderno de exercícios (pack), 9789727578474, £21.99

Novo português sem fronteiras (Coimbra, I., & O. Mata Coimbra), 2011-2012, Lidel
Level 1 — Livro do aluno & CD, 9789727578146, £22.99

New and updated edition of a popular language course which takes the student from complete
beginner to advanced through oral, writing, reading and listening practice.
New Passaporte para Português, 2014, Lidel
Student's book & CD, 9789727579754, £18.50; workbook, 9789727579761, £13.99; pack (student's book,
workbook & CD), 9789897520006, £32.99

Course in conversational Portuguese for beginners.
New Português Atual (Silva, M.), Lidel
Level 1 — Textos e Exercícios (A1/A2) & CD, 9789727577026, £15.50
Level 2 — Textos e Exercícios (B1/B2) & CD, 9789727577033, £14.99
Level 3 — Textos e Exercícios (C1/C2)) & CD, 9789727577040, £17.99

An up-to-date course for beginners, made of 16 units including 2 revision units. Suitable for self-study
and classroom use.
New Português em Foco, 2015
Level 1 (A1/A2) — Livro do aluno & CDs, 9789727578917, £22.50

A three-level course aimed at teenage and adult learners of Portugues
Português outra vez (Ventura, H., & P. Salimov), 2015, Lidel, 9789897520723, pp.176, £14.50
Exercises to reinforce skills at levels C1/C2.
Português XXI (Tavares, A.), Lidel
Best-selling Portuguese course spread over three levels (A1–B1) for adults and adolescents. Each
level consists of 120 hours of teaching.
New

Nivel 1 — Livro do aluno (com CD), 9789727579273, £18.99; caderno de exercicios, 9789727579334,
£9.50; livro do aluno (com CD) & caderno de exercícios, 9789727579341, £24.99; livro do professor &
CD, 9789727579358, £13.99
Nivel 2 — Livro do aluno (com CD), 9789727579907, £17.99; Livro do aluno & caderno de exercicios &
CD, 9789727579921, £23.99; caderno de exercicios, 9789727579914, £10.99; livro do professor,
9789727579938, £13.00
Nivel 3 — Livro de aluno (com CD), 9789727578054, £23.99; caderno de exercicios, 9789727578061,
£10.99; livro do aluno & CD & caderno de exercicios, 9789727578160, £27.99; livro do professor,
9789727579976, £14.99

Portuguese with Michel Thomas method, Hodder
The famous all-audio method whereby you learn the language naturally and unforgettably. Basic
booklet provided.
Start Portuguese (2 CDs), 9781444139136, £13.32+VAT; Total Portuguese (8 CDs + review CD-ROM + 2
CDs vocabulary course), 9781444790719, £110.00+VAT; Perfect Portuguese advanced (8 CDs + review
CD-ROM + 2 CDs vocabulary course), 9781473602342, £120.00+VAT

Practice Makes Perfect: Basic Portuguese (Tyson-Ward, S.), 2012, McGraw-Hill, 9780071784283,
£10.99
A supplementary workbook companion for beginner learners, whether self-study or in a classroom
situation. Each bite-sized lesson introduces a grammar concept along with lots of fun exercises to
practise what you have just learned. Lessons are short and can be completed in 20 minutes. Contains
answers to exercises.
Praticar Português (Lemos, H.), 2011-2013, Lidel
Elementar, 9789727579624, £16.99; intermedio, 9789727577514, £17.50

Offers 133 language-based activities to help students to practise and consolidate the basic language
structures used in Portuguese. Can be used for class and self-study.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Teach Yourself Complete Portuguese, 2010, Hodder & Stoughton
Book, 9781444107678, £21.99; book with CD(s), 9781444107685, £44.99

A complete course with 1x 512 page book and 2x 70 minute audio CDs to teach Portuguese from
beginner to upper intermediate level (B2 of the Common European Framework). This popular Teach
Yourself course introduces the student to both Brazilian and European Portuguese through real-life
practical situations, with grammar and vocabulary sections.
Teach Yourself Get Started in Portuguese (Tyson-Ward, S.), 31/05/2013, Hodder Education, book with
CD(s), 9781444174861, £24.99
Aimed at the absolute beginner to Portuguese and those new to learning a foreign language. A clear
and simple step-by-step approach, covering complete beginner to Level 3/B1 of the Common
European Framework whereby the student "can deal with most situations likely to arise whilst
travelling". Pack includes 2 x 70-minute audio CDs (MP3 compatible).

Courses: Brazilian Portuguese
Beginner's Brazilian Portuguese (Santos, D. & G. Silva), 2011, Hippocrene, book with CD(s),
9780781812535, £23.33
Learn Brazilian Portuguese quickly with seven practical lessons with dialogues, vocabulary and
exercises.
Colloquial Portuguese of Brazil (Simões Osborne, E., et al), 01/08/2015, Routledge, book with online
access, 9781138960121, £32.99
The popular and easy to use course with an emphasis on conversational language with clear
pronunciation guidance, a grammar section for easy reference and stimulating exercises with lively
illustrations.
Colloquial Portuguese of Brazil 2 (Simões Osborne, E., & B. McIntyre), 01/08/2015, Routledge, book
with online access, 9781138960145, £32.99
For those who know Brazilian Portuguese already and want to go a stage further. Includes revision
material to help consolidate and build on the basics, lots of spoken and written exercises in each unit,
a grammar section and detailed answer keys.
The everything Brazilian Portuguese practice book (Ferreira, F.), 2012, Adams Media, book with
CD(s), 9781440528545, £16.99
With a concentration on providing an opportunity to practice Brazilian Portuguese grammar,
vocabulary, pronunciation, and comprehension, this book takes readers beyond instructional
textbooks for fun and creative learning.
Falar…ler…escrever…português (Eberlein O.F. Lima, E., & S.A. Iunes), 2009, EPU
An extremely popular course which will allow a complete beginner to understand, speak, read and
write Portuguese fluently and confidently. Aimed at adults and adolescents of any nationality.
Includes the Nova Ortografia.
Livro do estudante, 9788512543109, £34.99; livro de exercícios, 9788512543222, £22.99; manual do
professor, 9788512543116, £17.50; set of 3 CDs (livro do estudante), 9788512543147, £18.75+VAT; set of 4
CDs (livro de exercícios), 9788512543246, £23.75+VAT; glossário inglês, 9788512543307, £12.50

Get Started in Brazilian Portuguese (Tyson-Ward, Sue et al.), 2015, Hodder & Stoughton, book
with CD(s), 9781444198539, pp.224, £29.99
Absolute beginner course, the essential introduction to reading, writing, speaking and understanding
Brazilian Portuguese.
New Nota 10: Português do Brasil (nivel elementar A1/A2) (Dias, A., & S. Frota), 2015, Lidel, book with
CD, 9789897520594, £22.75
A Brazilian Portuguese course as a foreign language for young adults and adults. It takes students
with no proficiency in the language to the intermediate level. It contains 14 topic units intended to
develop the communicative competence with strong focus on speaking, reading and listening
activities.
New
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Novo Avenida Brasil (Lima, E. Eberlein O.F., et al.), 2009, EPU
Designed for adolescent and adult beginners of any nationality wanting to learn Portuguese the way it
is spoken in Brazil.
Level 1 — Livro texto + CD, 9788512545202, £23.50; manual do professor, 9788512545219, £16.99
Level 2 — Livro texto + CD, 9788512545707, £24.50; manual do professor, 9788512545714, £16.50;
glossário inglês, 9788512545905, £10.50
Level 3 — Livro-texto & CD, 9788512546100, £25.99; manual do professor, 9788512546117, £15.99

Oi, Brasil!, 01/10/2013, Hueber
Textbook & CD, 9783195054201, £27.50; workbook & CD, 9783195154208, £25.99; teacher's book,
9783193254207, £12.75; classroom CDs, 9783190154203, £15.99

A course designed for foreign students starting to learn Brazilian Portuguese.
Pimsleur Conversational Brazilian Portuguese, 2014, Simon & Schuster, 8-CD box set,
9781442367906
This course includes 8 hours of audio-only effective language learning with real-life spoken practice
sessions. Each lesson provides 30 minutes of spoken language practice, with an introductory
conversation, and new vocabulary and structures.
Pimsleur quick and simple Brazilian Portuguese, Simon & Schuster, CD(s), 9780743517690,
£16.66+VAT
Eight quick and simple audio lessons helping you to acquire essential conversational Brazilian
Portuguese. Also includes memory training so you will always remember what you have learnt.
Português via Brasil: um curso avançado para estrangeiros (Lima, E. Eberlein O.F., & S.A. Iunes), 2005,
EPU
A follow up course to "Falar, ler, escrever". Consolidates and expands on existing language skills
with carefully structured grammar and a variety of exercises.
Student's book, 9788512543802, £31.99; manual do professor, 9788512543819, £16.99; CD(s),
9788512543840, £16.25+VAT

Portuguese for dummies (Keller, K.), 2nd ed., 2013, Wiley, book with CD(s), 9781118399217, £16.99
A fun and friendly guide. Includes dialogue from the book on audio CD.
Portuguese in 10 minutes a day with digital download (Kershul, K.K.), 2015, Gazelle, book with online
access, 9781931873338, pp.132, £24.99
Includes flashcards, sticky labels and digital download.
Teach Yourself Complete Brazilian Portuguese (Tyson-Ward, S.), 4th ed., 2016, Hodder Education,
book with online access, 9781444198447, pp.336, £39.99
Complete Brazilian Portuguese gives you all the language, practice and skills you need to
communicate comfortably and accurately in Brazilian Portuguese. Move confidently from beginner to
intermediate level with this complete course that enables you to master the four key skills: reading,
writing, speaking and listening.

Grammar, verbs & vocabulary
501 Portuguese verbs (Nitti, J.J., & M.J. Ferreira), 3rd ed., 2015, Barrons, 9781438005232, £12.99
Portuguese verbs fully conjugated in all tenses plus Brazilian Portuguese spelling differences and
1,000 additional verbs cross-referenced to verbs similarly conjugated in the main text.
Basic Portuguese: a grammar and workbook, 2013, Routledge, 9780415633208, £28.99
An accessible reference grammar and related exercises in a single volume. Takes students up to
intermediate level.
Dialogar em Português, 2013, Lidel, book with CD(s), 9789727579259, £21.95
Designed to improve learners' communication skills, covers levels A1/A2.
Dicionário Editora dos verbos portugueses, 2014, Porto, hardback, 9789720016485, pp.958, £30.99
Dictionary from mainland Portugal with more than 14,500 verbs and many examples of usage.
Expressões idiomáticas ilustradas (Rente, Sofia), 2013, Lidel, 9789727578207, £13.99
Presents a wide range of idiomatic expressions, arranged alphabetically. In addition to clear
explanations of the terms, the book features examples of usage and humorous illustrations
reproducing the literal meaning of the phrase. Levels B1-C2.

www.grantandcutler.com
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A frequency dictionary of Portuguese: core vocabulary for learners (Davies, M., & A.M. Raposo
Preto-Bay), 2008, Routledge, 9780415419970, £27.99
An invaluable tool for all learners of Portuguese, providing a list of the 5,000 most frequently used
words in the language. Each entry features the English equivalent and a sample sentence.
Gramática aplicada - Português lingua estrangeira: Nivels A1/A2/B1, 2012, Texto Editora,
9789724746036, £16.99
Reference grammar with exercises for levels A1-B1.
Gramática ativa (Coimbra, O. M. & I. Coimbra), Lidel
European Portuguese — Book 1, 9789727576388, £10.50; book 2, 9789727576395, £16.99
Brazilian Portuguese — Book 1, 9789727579310, £13.50; book 2, 9789727578634, £13.50

Q.E.C.R nível A1/A2. Best-selling grammar exercise course with answers. Explanation of grammar
concepts with corresponding exercises on facing page.
New Gramática do português, 2014, Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian
Vol. 1, 9789723114560, £31.50; vol. 2, 9789723114577, £31.50

Comprehensive grammar of Portuguese.
Modern Brazilian Portuguese grammar: a practical guide (Whitlam, J.), 2010, Routledge,
9780415566445, pp.475, £32.99
An innovative reference guide combining traditional and function-based grammar.
The modern Brazilian Portuguese grammar workbook (Whitlam, J.), 2010, Routledge,
9780415566469, £23.99
Book of exercises and language tasks for all levels, includes answer key. Can be used independently
or alongside the Modern Brazilian Portuguese Grammar reference book.
Português em direto, 2013, Lidel, book with CD(s), 9789897520020, £17.50
Exercises with a CD-audio to practise and assess listening and speaking comprehension. Can be used
as complementary material in the classroom or for independent learning.
Portuguese verb wheel, Go!Language Press, 9783936361483, £4.99
The classic verb wheel for practising conjugation.
Portuguese verbs & essentials of grammar (Tyson-Ward, S.), 2008, National Textbook Company,
9780071498074, pp.156, £10.99
A solid foundation in the major verbal and grammatical concepts of the language, from pronouns to
idioms and expressions, and from irregular verbs to expressions of time. Each unit is devoted to one
topic.
Portuguese verbs explained: an essential guide (Cook, M.), 2009, 9780956122001, £17.99
For the self-taught learner or class learning this book provides information on how the Portuguese
verb system works and includes quick reference tables on regular and irregular verbs.
Portuguese: an essential grammar (Hutchinson, A.P., & J. Lloyd), 1996, 9780415308175, pp.183,
£29.99
Ideal for adults with limited learning time, the most important points of grammar are covered clearly
and concisely.
New Pronunciação de Verbos A1-C2, 2015, Lidel, 9789897520747, £12.99
A guide to help the correct conjugation and pronunciation of Portuguese verbs. It includes a study on
the irregularity of the pronunciation of Portuguese verbs, in their European version.
Say it right in Brazilian Portuguese, McGraw-Hill, 9780071492300, pp.166, £7.99
Based on the Easily Pronounced Language Systems (EPLS) approach which teaches you to learn and
pronounce more than 500 essential words and phrases.
Teach Yourself Portuguese grammar you really need to know (Tyson-Ward, S.), 2012, Hodder &
Stoughton, 9781444179583, £14.99
Comprehensive and clear explanations of key grammar patterns and structures are reinforced and
contextualized through authentic materials.
New Vocabulário temático: exercícios lexicais (A1-B2) (Rueda, Isabel), 2015, Lidel, 9789897520013,
pp.175, £14.50
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Readers
Clássicos da Literatura Lusófona Adaptados, 2012-2013, Lidel
Castelo Branco.. Amor de Perdiçao, 9789727578887, £18.99; Queirós. A Cidade e as Serras,
9789727578528, £12.95

Classic literature titles which have been adapted for learners of Portuguese (level B1).
Cronicas Brasileiras: A Reader (Perrone, Charles A. et al.), 2014, University Press of Florida,
9780813049427, pp.344, £29.50
Short writings about everyday life, personal commentaries, entertaining story-like pieces... This
delightful collection is designed to assist students in developing their reading, speaking, and writing
knowledge of Portuguese as it is used in present-day Brazil.
Ler faz a cabeça, five volumes, 1990
Modern Brazilian short stories with comprehension exercises, graded levels 1 to 5.
New

Book 1, 9788512541006, £11.99; Book 2, 9788512541105, £11.95; Book 3, 9788512541204, £11.99; Book 4,
9788512541303, £11.50; Book 5, 9788512541402, £10.99

Ler português
A collection of short stories divided into three levels with a vocabulary aid at the end.
Nivel 1 — Um dia diferente, 9789727577880, £5.50; Os gaiatos, 9789727577873, £7.99; O Manel,
9789727577866, £5.50
Nivel 2 — O carro, 9789727577750, £6.50; Retrato de avó, 9789727577736, £5.50; Histórias do cais,
9789727577743, £6.50; Fantasia, sonho ou realidade?, 9789727570218, £6.95
Nivel 3 — O rapaz da quinta velha, 9789729018466, £6.95; Viagem na linha, 9789727578511, £8.99;
Lendas e fábulas de Timor-Leste, 9789727572861, £10.99

Prata da casa, 1991, Editora Pedagógica e Universitária
Short stories about Brazilian life and culture for Portuguese learners covering history, geography,
folklore, art and politics. Includes vocabulary lists and exercises.
Vol. 1-1, 9788512548104, pp.38, £7.50; Vol. 1-2, 9788512548203, pp.40, £7.99; Vol. 1-3, 9788512548302,
pp.43, £7.99; Vol. 1-4, 9788512548401, pp.43, £7.99; Vol. 2-1, 9788512548500, pp.40, £7.99; Vol. 2-2,
9788512548609, pp.43, £7.99; Vol. 2-3, 9788512548708, pp.41, £7.99; Vol. 2-4, 9788512548807, pp.42, £7.50

The Routledge intermediate Brazilian Portuguese reader (Whitlam, John), 2013, Routledge,
9780415693332, £27.99
Consists of twenty authentic readings, graded on the basis of complexity of vocabulary, grammar and
syntax. These readings are drawn from a range of contemporary sources such as newspapers and
magazines as well as novels and historical works.
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